ChapterCR: A Large-Scale Chapter-Level Coreference Resolution Benchmark

Abstract

Coreference Resolution aims to identify mentions that refer to one another in documents. Existing coreference resolution datasets are either small in size or short in coreference chains. To address the issue, we propose ChapterCR, a large-scale chapter-level coreference resolution dataset. In ChapterCR, the coreference chains are longer and there are more distractors between the mention and the right entity, which makes it more challenging. Experiments on ChapterCR show that there is still a large gap between the state-of-art baselines and human beings. Even ChatGPT does not perform very well in ChapterCR, with the F1 score of 74.0% in ChapterCR-en and 58.8% in ChapterCR-zh, showing that ChapterCR is still an open problem.

1 Introduction

Coreference resolution (CR) aims to link textual mentions and the entities they refer to in documents. For instance, given the sentence Recently, Apple sued Qualcomm, suing it for failing to cooperate in accordance with contracts, CR needs to distinguish that it here refers to Qualcomm instead of Apple. CR plays an important role in evaluating the commonsense reasoning ability of large language models (Zhou et al., 2019), and is essential for many downstream tasks such as machine reading comprehension (Wu et al., 2020), information extraction (Zelenko et al., 2004), and multi-round dialogue system (Yu et al., 2022).

Existing datasets for CR have deficiencies in the following aspects: the small scale of data and the short and easy-resolved coreference chains. ACE2004 (Doddington et al., 2004) consists of only 451 documents and 158k works. STM-coref (Brack et al., 2021) contains 110 documents with less than 3000 coreference annotations. MUC-6 (muc, 1995), MUC-7 (Hirschman, 1997) and WikiCoref (Ghaddar and Langlais, 2016) are even smaller, with only 60, 50, and 30 documents respectively. All of the above five CR datasets are quite limited in data scale and can not fairly evaluate modern neural networks. WSC (Levesque et al., 2012) and GAP (Webster et al., 2018a) annotate coreference resolution within twin sentences, and the length of most coreference chains in CoNLL2012(Weischedel et al., 2011) does not exceed 5. Short coreference chains in the three datasets lead to fewer distractors between mentions and entities, making them not challenging enough to test the limits of current CR models.

In the paper, we present ChapterCR to develop a large-scale CR dataset in longer texts to accelerate the research of coreference resolution. Figure 1 illustrates an example of ChapterCR. ChapterCR aims to resolve coreference chains across entire chapters of a novel. For example, given the entity Quila (highlighted in green), ChapterCR needs to find all references the visitor, she and the man’sister in Chapter 1 that refer to Quila.

We highlight the following three contributions of ChapterCR: (1) Large-scale. ChapterCR contains a total of 29k chapters with 55k coreferences, far exceeding the scale of existing CR datasets. The large scale and high quality allow ChapterCR to fairly evaluate modern neural network models. (2) Long Coreference Chain. ChapterCR detects coreferences at the chapter level. Compared with previous datasets that detect coreferences at the sentence level or cross-sentence level, the length of the coreference chain in ChapterCR is longer, with an average length of 8.1 (see Table 1 for detail), which poses a greater challenge to the semantic understanding ability of existing CR models. (3) Bilingual Language. ChapterCR annotates both English novels (ChapterCR-en) and Chinese novels (ChapterCR-zh), which can promote the development of coreference resolution in the two languages. In addition, as shown in Figure 2, we introduce zero pronoun resolution in ChapterCR-zh to further in-
Hearing the voice of the visitor, the lady on the ground finally moved. Her cracked lips quivered, asking, "Quila, how’s Quil?"

Perhaps it was because she hadn’t spoken for such a long time, but her voice sounded extremely hoarse, like the grinding of gravel on the floor.

Quilla frowned, with ever-growing abhorrence in her eyes. “Haaa--? My brother?" She hooked her lips into a smile full of ridicule and derision, "Jerebai are you still expecting him to come and save you? Do you know what day it is today? Today is the day that he marries my new sister-in-law! He is in love - do you really expect that you, a murderous demoness would even cross his mind?!" The man’s sister cried.

He actually...

Jerebai heart felt as though it had been stabbed by a needle - and it wasn’t an acute unbearable type of pain, but the type of pain that reverberates and lingers, even eking out traces of blood ever so slowly.

She should have known. After all, that person had not come to save her after such a long time...

Jerebai unconsciously held her abdomen. She once carried a child belonging to her and that man.

---

**Chapter 1**

Jerebai Quila Quil

Hearing the voice of the visitor, the lady on the ground finally moved. Her cracked lips quivered, asking, "Quila, how’s Quil?"

Perhaps it was because she hadn’t spoken for such a long time, but her voice sounded extremely hoarse, like the grinding of gravel on the floor.

Quilla frowned, with ever-growing abhorrence in her eyes. “Haaa--? My brother?" She hooked her lips into a smile full of ridicule and derision, "Jerebai are you still expecting him to come and save you? Do you know what day it is today? Today is the day that he marries my new sister-in-law! He is in love - do you really expect that you, a murderous demoness would even cross his mind?!" The man’s sister cried.

He actually...

Jerebai heart felt as though it had been stabbed by a needle - and it wasn’t an acute unbearable type of pain, but the type of pain that reverberates and lingers, even eking out traces of blood ever so slowly.

She should have known. After all, that person had not come to save her after such a long time...

Jerebai unconsciously held her abdomen. She once carried a child belonging to her and that man.

---

**2 Related Work**

In recent years, coreference resolution has attracted widespread interest (Elango, 2005; Sukthanker et al., 2020; Lata et al., 2022; Liu et al., 2023), and a number of high-quality datasets and superior models have been proposed to promote the development of the field of coreference resolution.

---

**2.1 Coreference Resolution Datasets**

Muc-6 (muc, 1995) and MUC-7 (Hirschman, 1997) are the first two coreference resolution datasets, which contain only 60 and 50 documents with 30k and 25k words, which is too few to train a modern neural network model. After that, ACE2004 (Doddington et al., 2004) is developed by the Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC), which is annotated from a variety of sources including newswire, broadcast programming and weblogs, with only 451 documents and 158k words. CoNLL2012 (Weischedel et al., 2011) is annotated based on the Ontonotes corpus, a commonly used dataset in coreference resolution. CoNLL2012 has three languages, including English, Chinese and Arabic. CoNLL2012-en and CoNLL2012-zh contain only 3493 and 2280 documents with 12811 and 6727 coreferences. WiKiCoref (Ghaddar and Langlais, 2016) is labeled from English wiki articles, containing only 7955 mentions in 30 documents. WiKiCREM (Kocijan et al., 2019a) is relatively large datasets, but they are generated by unsupervised methods (replacing masked nouns with a pronoun in Wikipedia), rather than crowdsourced labeling, which cannot guarantee the quality of the data.

There are also domain-specific coreference resolution datasets, such as MEDTRACt (Pustejovsky et al., 2002), DrugNerAR (Segura-Bedmar et al., 2010), BioNLP-ST COREF (Nguyen et al., 2010).
Datasets | #Doc. | #Sent. | #Tok. | #Mention | #Coref. | #ChainLen.
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
ACE2004 | 451 | 18530 | 158k | 22550 | - | -
MUC-6 | 60 | 3750 | 30k | - | - | -
WikiCoref+ | 30 | 2292 | 60k | 7955 | 1255 | 6.34
WSC+ | - | 803 | 20k | 2409 | 803 | 2
GAP+ | - | 8908 | 317k | 26724 | 8908 | 2
STM-coref+ | 110 | 1480 | 26k | 2577 | 908 | 2.84
CoNLL2012+ | 3493 | 112941 | 1.6M | 56371 | 12811 | 4.4

ChapterCR-en(ours) | 10k | 53k | 7.2M | 136k | 17k | 8.1

Table 1: Statistics of coreference resolution datasets in English. Doc.: the number of documents, Sent.: the number of sentences, Entity: the number of entities, Mention: the number of mentions, Coref.: the number of coreferences, ChainLen.: the average length of the coreference chains.

Datasets | #Doc. | #Sent. | #Tok. | #Mention | #Coref. | #ChainLen.
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
ACE2004 | 646 | 14233 | 154K | 28135 | - | -
CoNLL2012 + | 2280 | 83763 | 950k | 15136 | 6727 | 2.25
CLUEWSC2020 + | - | 1648 | 276K | 4944 | 1648 | 2

ChapterCR-zh(ours) | 19k | 81k | 21M | 310k | 38k | 8.17

Table 2: Statistics of coreference resolution datasets in Chinese.

In summary, previous coreference resolution datasets either suffer from small data size, low quality, limited domain or short and less challenging coreference chains. Therefore, we propose ChapterCR, a manually-annotated, large-scale coreference resolution dataset with longer coreference chains to make up for these deficiencies.

### 2.2 Coreference Resolution Models

There are four main kinds of coreference resolution models, including rule-based models, mention-pair models, mention-ranking models, and clustering-based models.

Rule-based models, such as Hobbs Algorithm (Hobbs, 1978), RAP (Lappin and Leass, 1994) and PRR (Lee et al., 2013), design syntactic constraints, gender agreement constraints, and grammar rules to resolve coreferences. Mention-pair models (Soon et al., 2001; Bengtson and Roth, 2008; Park et al., 2016) train a binary classifier that decides whether or not an active mention is coreferent with a candidate antecedent. Mention-ranking models (Clark, 2015; Lee et al., 2017, 2018; Joshi et al., 2019a) employ feature systems, CNN, LSTM, and attention-based methods for mention pair score calculation and then choose the one with the highest score as the final answer. Clustering-based models (Cardie and Wagstaff, 1999; Yang et al., 2004; Clark and Manning, 2016; Zhang et al., 2018) start...
3 Data Construction

In this section, we illustrate the process of constructing ChapterCR. As shown in Figure 3, the process can be divided into three steps: chapter selection, entity & mention pre-annotation, and crowdsourced labeling. Chapter selection aims to screen high-quality chapters from online websites. Entity & mention pre-annotation aims to identify possible entities and references. Crowdsourced labeling aims to determine pairwise coreference between entities and mentions.

3.1 Chapter Selection

We choose novels as the data source, which have a more coherent narrative and are more likely to have long coreference chains. Following (Chen et al., 2018), we crawl hundreds of popular English and Chinese novels from online reading sites WUXIAWORLD. The novel genres on this site are very diverse, including comprehension novels, fantasy novels, comedy novels, suspense novels, romance novels, science fiction novels, etc. Finally, we collect a total of 1000 novels for Chapter-en and 2000 novels for Chapter-zh.

We filter out articles with low entity density to ensure a sufficient number of annotations. Specifically, we first employ named entity recognition tools stanfordNLP (for English) and LTP (for Chinese) to extract all named entities in the collected chapters, and then we calculate entity density by dividing named entities by the total number of words in the chapter, and filter out chapters with entity density lower than 0.2. To improve the quality of the chapters, we also filter out chapters with less than 256 words and more than 8192 words to balance the lengths of the chapters.

Finally, we select 10k chapters with 7.2M words for ChapterCR-en and select 19k chapters with 21M words for ChapterCR-zh.

3.2 Entity & Mention Pre-Annotation

Due to the large size and long text of the selected chapters, it is time-consuming to manually find candidate entities and mentions. Therefore, we pre-label entities and mentions to speed up the labeling process.

3.2.1 Entity Pre-Labeling

For English entity pre-labeling, we employ the NER tool from Stanford CoreNLP to pre-label entities. For Chinese entity pre-labeling, we leverage the NER tool in the LTP platform to pre-label entities. In total, we pre-label 34k and 80k candidate entities for ChapterCR-en and ChapterCR-zh respectively. To assess entity quality, we invite three students to conduct human evaluations. The average F1 of the three is 96%, demonstrating the effectiveness of the named entity tools.

3.2.2 Mention Pre-Labeling

For mention pre-annotation, we divide two cases: Chinese zero mentions and other mentions. For Chinese zero mentions, we additionally train a sequence labeling model. The training data of the sequence labeling model comes from the OntoNotes corpus (Weischedel et al., 2011). During training, the sequence labeling model adopts BERT as the backbone and tags the token preceding the zero mentions to identify zero mentions. For instance, given the sentence "She poured water into the cup until it was full", where it is omitted in Chinese, the output of the sequence labeling model is "She poured water into the cup until [Zero Pronoun] was full".

For other mentions, we employ ChatGPT (Ouyang et al., 2022) for pre-annotation. ChatGPT is an artificial intelligence chatbot developed by OpenAI and trained to follow instructions in a prompt and provide a detailed response. We design multiple prompts to ask ChatGPT questions and adopt their answers as the candidate mentions in the articles. Mainly used prompt is Please find all possible mentions in the article. More prompts can be found in Table 3.

Table 3: Prompts for Mention Pre-labeling.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prompts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>List all possible mentions in the chapter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tell me all the mentions that might refer to entities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As a semantic analyst, find all pronouns</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To evaluate the performance of pre-annotated mentions with ChatGPT, we invite three students to do manual evaluations and employ the rule-based method Hobbs algorithm (Hobbs, 1978) as our baseline. Results are shown in Table 4.

1https://www.wuxiaworld.com/

2https://github.com/stanfordnlp/CoreNLP

3https://www.ltp-cloud.com/intro_en
Hearing the voice of the visitor, the lady on the ground finally moved. Her cracked lips quivered, asking, "Quila, how’s Quil? Perhaps it was because she hadn’t spoken for such a long time, but her voice sounded extremely hoarse, like the grinding of gravel on the floor.

Table 4: ChatGPT Performance in Mention Pre-labeling (%).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>P</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rule-based</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ChatGPT</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in Table 4, the F1 of ChatGPT is 81%, and ChatGPT outperforms the ruled-based baseline by 39% in F1, suggesting that ChatGPT is a very powerful tool for pre-labeled mentions.

3.3 Crowdsourced Labeling

In this section, we illustrate the process of crowdsourced labeling. Formally, given the selected chapter C and the pre-labeled mention/entity candidates m/e, our goal is to find all possible coreferences between any two of them.

To ensure the quality of crowdsourced labeling, the annotators of ChapterCR-en are either native English speakers or English-major students with TOEFL higher than 100 or IELTS higher than 7.5. The annotators of ChapterCR-zh are native Chinese speakers. Due to the heavy workload, we invited a total of 136 college students to participate in our crowdsourcing annotation through social platforms.

The annotation guideline is illustrated in Appendix A. As shown in the guideline, both ChapterCR-en and ChapterCR-zh have two stages of labeling: boundary tuning and coreference pair matching. Boundary tuning aims to re-edit the boundary of mentions and entities obtained in Section 3.2 to fix errors in the pre-annotation process. Coreference pair matching aims to determine whether there is a coreference relationship between any two entities and mentions. We respectively introduce the two stages of labeling.

In the stage of boundary tuning, each mention or entity is guaranteed to be labeled by three different annotators. The annotators are required to confirm, delete and re-edit the range of the span (For Chinese zero pronoun resolution, only confirm and delete options are available). If two of the three annotators edit the boundary in the same way, we will accept the revision, otherwise, we will keep the original boundaries as our final result. In addition, annotators will be given an extra bonus if they find new candidate entities or mentions.

In the stage of coreference pair matching, the annotation process is as follows: for each mention m in the chapter, we consider all entities in the same chapter as answer candidates, from which the annotator needs to select the correct entity referenced by the mention m. Each coreference pair will be labeled by three different annotators and we take the majority vote as the final result. If the three annotators cannot agree with each other, we will employ another experienced annotator (accuracy higher than 95%) to make the final decision.

3.3.1 Annotation Quality & Remuneration

Following (Artstein and Poesio, 2008; McHugh, 2012), we use Cohen’s kappa coefficient to measure the inter-annotator agreement (IAA) of crowd-
sourced labeling. The IAA scores are respectively 96% and 92% for boundary tuning and coreference pair matching, indicating very high labeling agreement.

We pay 0.1$ per data per annotator in boundary tuning and 0.3$ per data per annotator in coreference pair matching. According to our standards, the hourly wage of annotators is not less than 10 US dollars per hour, which exceeds the US minimum hourly wage of 7.25 US dollars per hour.

4 Data Analysis

4.1 Overall Statistic

In total, ChapterCR-en labels 10k chapters, 136k mentions and 17k coreferences, and ChapterCR-zh labels 19k chapters, 310k mentions and 38k coreferences. The longest length of coreference chains is 31, and the shortest length of coreference chains is 2.

We compare ChapterCR to various representative event extraction datasets in Table 1 and Table 2, including ACE, MUC-6, MUC-7, WikiCoref, CoNLL-2012, WSC, etc.

As shown in Table 1 and Table 2, the data scale of ChapterCR is much larger than existing datasets in many aspects, including the number of mentions and the number of coreferences. Besides, the average length of coreference chains in ChapterCR is 8.1, longer than existing datasets, which poses a great challenge to the long text reading comprehension capability of CR models. Although coreference chains in WikiCoref are also relatively long (6.34 VS 8.1(ours)), the data scale of WikiCoref is quite small and not sufficient for training modern deep learning models.

4.2 Detailed Statistic

We randomly sample 200 chapters with 2,724 mention annotations from ChapterCR-en for more detailed statistical analysis.

We start by analyzing the distribution of the length of the coreference chains in ChapterCR. As shown in Figure 4, 26.6% of the coreference chains have a length less than 5, 53.6% of the coreference chains have a length more than 5 and less than 10, 12.8% of the coreference chains have a length more than 10 and less than 15, and 6.9% coreference chains have a length more than 15.

Then, we analyze gender bias in ChapterCR. Following (Karimi et al., 2016; Webster et al., 2018b), we use the Gender Guesser library to determine the gender of the mentions. According to the statistics, 46.3% of mentions belong to “male” or “mostly male” names, 32.9% of mentions belong to “female” or “mostly female” names, and 20.8% were classified as “unknown”. The ratio between female and male candidates is estimated to be 0.58, with male candidates predominating.

Finally, we analyze the length of the mention in ChapterCR. According to the statistics in Figure 5, 51% of the mentions have 1 word, and most of them are personal pronouns, such as she and her. 49% mentions are constituted by more than 2 words, most of them are the description of named entities, such as that person, the beloved woman in front of me and the wonderland that I have dreamed of many times in my dreams.

5 Experiment

In this section, we conduct a variety of experiments to validate the quality and challenges of the proposed dataset. We first introduce the experimental setup and then report the experimental results of the baseline models on our dataset.

4https://pypi.org/project/gender-guesser/
5.1 Benchmark Settings

We split ChapterCR(ours) into the training set, validation set, and test set by the ratio of 8: 1: 1. Table 5 shows the data split results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>ChapterCR-en</th>
<th>ChapterCR-zh</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#Doc.</td>
<td>7k</td>
<td>15k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#Men.</td>
<td>104k</td>
<td>247k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#Coref.</td>
<td>12k</td>
<td>30k</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Data Split in ChapterCR

5.2 Hyperparameters

For ChatGPT, we use the official ChatGPT interface \(^5\) provided by OpenAI to call it. All the baseline models are trained on 8 A100 GPUs with 80G memory. We report the average result of five rounds as the final result. For human evaluation, we randomly select 200 chapters from English and Chinese novels respectively, and invite three students to make annotations. The final result is the average of their annotation accuracy.

Following (Joshi et al., 2019b), we utilize precision, recall, and F1 score to evaluate the performance of the baselines on our dataset. All the metrics are calculated in the B3 manner (Bagga and Baldwin, 1998), which treats each mention cluster (a set of mentions pointing to the same entity) as a class, and then calculates precision, recall, and macro-average F1 score via multi-classification.

5.3 Baseline

We introduce the following baselines to evaluate ChapterCR, including: **e2e-coref** (Lee et al., 2017) is an end-to-end coreference resolution model, which considers all spans in a document as potential mentions and learns the probabilities of possible antecedents for each mention. **c2f-coref** (Lee et al., 2018) introduces a coarse-to-fine approach that allows for more aggressive span pruning without compromising accuracy to accelerate coreference resolution. **CR-BERT** (Joshi et al., 2019b) applies BERT to coreference resolution, achieving strong improvements on the CoNLL2012 and GAP benchmarks. **SpanBERT** (Joshi et al., 2019a) upgrades BERT from word-level pre-training to span-level pre-training via geometric masking to better cope with span-level task coreference resolution.

**WL-COREF** (Dobrovolskii, 2021) finds coreferences between words rather than word spans, and then reconstructs the word spans to reduce the complexity of the coreference model. **Link-Append** (Bohnet et al., 2022) uses the seq2seq paradigm and transition matrix to jointly predict mentions and entities, which formulate coreference resolution as a generation task. **Fast-COREF** (Ottmazgin et al., 2022) is a substantially faster model based on the LingMess architecture, providing state-of-the-art coreference accuracy.

5.4 overall performance

Table 6 shows the experimental results of ChapterCR-en and ChapterCR-zh, from which we have the following observations.

1. Human beings have achieved good performance on ChapterCR, with an average F1 score of 91.3 on the English corpus and 90.4 on the Chinese corpus, which shows the high quality of ChapterCR.
2. There is still a gap between the performance of SOTA coreference resolution models and human beings, indicating that ChapterCR is an open issue.
3. Humans are good at connecting key information and thus can understand long text semantics more coherently, while current deep learning CR models suffer from catastrophic forgetting, which leads to inferior performance on long-chain coreference resolution.
4. Even the powerful ChatGPT does not achieve satisfactory performance on ChapterCR, with the F1 score of 74.0% in ChapterCR-en and 58.8% in ChapterCR-zh. One possible reason is that ChatGPT is trained by next token prediction, which does not help much for fine-grained coreference resolution. For example, in the sentence *Jack hits Bill, but he apologized later.*, whether we rewrite *he* with *Bill* or *Jack*, the probability of the next token prediction is not much different.
5. There is a performance degradation from ChapterCR-en to ChapterCR-zh. There are multiple zero pronoun resolutions in ChapterCR-zh. Due to the lack of mentions, existing models have little

\(^5\)https://openai.com/blog/introducing-chatgpt-and-whisper-apis
Table 6: Overall Performance on ChapterCR (%).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>ChapterCR-en</th>
<th></th>
<th>ChapterCR-zh</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e2e-coref</td>
<td>62.4</td>
<td>58.3</td>
<td>60.3</td>
<td>53.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c2f-coref</td>
<td>69.3</td>
<td>68.4</td>
<td>68.8</td>
<td>58.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CR-BERT</td>
<td>75.6</td>
<td>70.5</td>
<td>73.0</td>
<td>62.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SpanBERT</td>
<td>73.2</td>
<td>71.7</td>
<td>72.4</td>
<td>68.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WL-COREF</td>
<td>71.8</td>
<td>72.9</td>
<td>72.3</td>
<td>60.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Link-Append</td>
<td>68.6</td>
<td>64.1</td>
<td>66.3</td>
<td>58.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fast-COREF</td>
<td>74.3</td>
<td>77.6</td>
<td>75.9</td>
<td>67.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ChatGPT</td>
<td>77.2</td>
<td>71.0</td>
<td>74.0</td>
<td>57.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human</td>
<td>93.6</td>
<td>89.1</td>
<td>91.3</td>
<td>96.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Error Analysis in ChapterCR.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error Types</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Closest Selection</td>
<td>Jerebai are you still expecting him to save you? Today is the day that he gets married! He is in love – do you really expect that you would even cross his mind?!&quot; Quila cried. Predict: Quila Golden: Jerebai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender Confusion</td>
<td>Dad, you should mind your own business, she said. Don’t say that to father, a little boy said. See what a sweet daughter you’ve got, the man’s wife said. Predict: a little boy Golden: a sweet daughter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple Entities</td>
<td>Emma said “I am not the killer, and I think it was James that killed Mason”. “I didn’t do that. I saw Oliver last night. It must be him”. “No you are lying. Oliver does not hate Mason, and we all know that.”, Ava said. Predict: Mason Golden: James</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this section, we analyze common errors in ChapterCR, and propose several future research directions to improve coreference resolution.

A common error in ChapterCR is nearest selection. Existing CR models often simply and rudely believe that a mention refers to its closest entity. For instance, in the first example in Table 7, existing CR models do not take context into account and mistakenly assume that the mention you refers to the closer entity Quila, rather than the farther but correct entity Jerebai.

Another common error in ChapterCR is that existing CR models lack the commonsense to discern the gender of the mention. For instance, in the second example in Table 7, existing CR models fail to understand that the pronoun of she should be a female rather than a male, which leads to the model incorrectly resolving she to a little boy instead of a sweet daughter.

The third common error in ChapterCR is that existing CR models will be very confused if there are too many entities surrounding the mention in the text. For instance, in the third example in Table 7, there are lots of entities in the text, including Emma, James, Mason, Oliver, Ava. Faced with so many choices, it is difficult for existing CR models to understand that you here refers to James.

We believe the following directions are worthy of attention: (1) More diversity of data sources. Since we only annotate coreferences from novels, future datasets may include more types of data sources. (2) Injecting ontology and commonsense knowledge. With the help of external knowledge, existing CR models can be constrained by gender concordance, which can effectively reduce gender errors. (2) Focusing on entity-level information. By using entities as bridges, existing CR models can more coherently integrate information in longer texts, which helps to address the challenge of long-distance coreference resolution.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose ChapterCR, a large-scale chapter-level coreference resolution dataset. ChapterCR not only greatly expands the data scale, with a total of 446k mentions and 55k coreferences, but also increases the length of the coreference chain, with an average coreference chain length of 8.1. Experiments on ChapterCR demonstrate that the performance of SOTA models cannot catch up with human beings, showing that ChapterCR is an open issue.
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We believe the following directions are worthy of attention: (1) More diversity of data sources. Since we only annotate coreferences from novels, future datasets may include more types of data sources. (2) Injecting ontology and commonsense knowledge. With the help of external knowledge, existing CR models can be constrained by gender concordance, which can effectively reduce gender errors. (2) Focusing on entity-level information. By using entities as bridges, existing CR models can more coherently integrate information in longer texts, which helps to address the challenge of long-distance coreference resolution.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose ChapterCR, a large-scale chapter-level coreference resolution dataset. ChapterCR not only greatly expands the data scale, with a total of 446k mentions and 55k coreferences, but also increases the length of the coreference chain, with an average coreference chain length of 8.1. Experiments on ChapterCR demonstrate that the performance of SOTA models cannot catch up with human beings, showing that ChapterCR is an open issue.
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A. Annotation interface and instructions

The annotations interface is implemented based on label-studio. The annotations consist of two tasks: Boundary Tuning and Mention Pair Matching, and their details are shown in this section.

A.1 Boundary Tuning

As shown in Figure 6, the interface requires annotators to decide whether to modify the predefined boundary. The following passage is the instruction used during annotation.

The boundary tuning task aims to correct wrong spans pre-labeled. For example, in the sentence the sad man is looking for his wife., man is labeled as a mention, but it is incorrect. The entire mention should be the sad man, which means that the annotators should identify the maximal extent of the string that represents the mention. Click the mention to highlight it and then click the modify button. The mention span can be modified, and click the save button after modification. Please stay unchanged if no mistakes are found. The annotations will be used for research purposes.

A.2 Mention Pair Matching

As shown in Figure 7, in mention pair matching, annotators should find the entity that best matches a mention. The instruction is as follows.

Mentions are highlighted and the entities are listed above the text. Please choose the correct entity in the menu and then click the mention. If no correct entity is shown in the list, please click the None button and then click the mention. The numbers of total mentions and unannotated mentions are shown at the bottom of the page. Only after finishing all the annotations on one page, the results can be saved and annotators can get paid. The annotations will be used for research purposes.